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Abstract: Localized high-concentration electrolytes
(LHCEs) have attracted interest in alkali metal batteries
due to the advantages of forming stable solid-electrolyte
interphases (SEIs) on anodes and good chemical/
electrochemical stability. Herein, a new degradation
mechanism is revealed for ether-based LHCEs that
questions their compatibility with alkali metal anodes
(Li, Na, and K). Specifically, the ether solvent reacts
with alkali metals to generate solvated electrons (es

� )
that attack hydrofluoroether co-solvents to form a series
of byproducts. The ether solvent essentially acts as a
phase-transfer reagent that continuously transfers elec-
trons from solid-phase metals into the solution phase,
thus inhibiting the formation of stable SEI and leading
to continuous alkali metal corrosion. Switching to an
ester-based solvating solvent or intercalation anodes
such as graphite or molybdenum disulfide has been
shown to avoid such a degradation mechanism due to
the absence of es

� .

To meet the requirements of high-energy-density batteries,
alkali metal anodes are desirable due to their high theoret-
ical specific capacities and low redox potentials.[1] For these
highly reactive anodes, it is vital to design stable electrolytes.
Localized high-concentration electrolytes (LHCEs) have
been considered to be a promising electrolyte choice
because this design inherits the advantage of high-concen-
tration electrolytes (HCEs) with large electrochemical
windows while minimizing the disadvantages of HCEs in
viscosity, wettability and cost.[2,3] In an LHCE, a solvating
solvent (such as dimethoxyethane, DME) is used to dissolve

a high concentration of alkali salts, which is then diluted by
a low-polarity inert co-solvent such as a highly fluorinated
ether (HFE) to reduce viscosity without altering the
solvation structure.[4]

Ether-based solvents are the popular choices for HCEs
and LHCEs because of the strong solvating power for
dissolving alkali salts.[5] However, it has long been known
that chelating ethers such as DME, tetraethylene glycol
dimethyl ether (TEGDME), and crown ether can dissolve
alkali metals, forming blue solutions.[6] The blue species
consist of metal anions (M� ) in a dynamic equilibrium with
solvated electrons (es

� ).[7, 8] M� and es
� are highly reactive

nucleophiles that cleave C� O bonds in ethers.[7] They have
also been utilized in the reduction reactions of olefins,[9–11]

nitriles,[12] oligopeptides,[13] and nitrogen.[14] The blue solu-
tion formed by dissolving potassium (K) in DME was able
to initiate the anionic polymerization of styrene.[15] Consid-
ering the high reactivities of M� and es

� , it raises the
question of whether the ether-based LHCEs are truly
compatible with alkali metals, especially for sodium (Na)
and K. Recently, Popovic has demonstrated that the porous
solid-electrolyte interphases (SEIs) formed on metal anodes
in ether-based electrolytes are liquid/solid composites that
allow for ion transport and further SEI growth.[16,17] The
non-passivating nature of such SEIs is detrimental to the
performance of alkali metal batteries. In addition, recent
reports speculate that the “inert” HFE may participate in
the buildup of anode electrolyte interphase in alkali metal
secondary battery system by the surface analyses character-
ization (Table S1). However, the detailed electrolyte decom-
position process remains ambiguous.

In this work, a degradation phenomenon of alkali metal
anodes in ether-based LHCE was observed in metal-Cu half
cells. The intrinsic stabilities of alkali metals were then
systematically investigated against the specific components
in the LHCE, and the underlying reaction mechanism was
proposed. It is observed that the K and Na metal exhibit
severe corrosion in DME/HFE mixture or LHCE solution
while remaining relatively stable in the pure HFE solution.
It is further proposed that DME can continuously transfer
electrons from the alkali metals into the solution and thus
prevent the formation of SEIs on alkali metal anodes.
Compared with the metal-electrolyte contact, the M� /es

� can
increase the contact between electrons and HFE, thus
facilitating the HFE decomposition. The C� O cleavage and
defluorination reactions induced by M� /es

� deconstruct HFE
into H2, F� , CF3CH2O

� and sp2 carbon. However, this
phenomenon is oblivious in the ester/HFE mixture possibly
due to the incapability of forming M� /es

� in ester solvents.
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Finally, the K-intercalated graphite and molybdenum disul-
fide (MoS2) are proposed to be promising anode alternatives
to metallic K in ether-based LHCEs due to the absence of
M� /es

� .
2,2,2-Trifluoroethyl 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethyl ether

(TFTFE) is selected as a representative HFE co-solvent to
dilute the parent HCEs for preparing the LHCEs. K� Cu
half cells were assembled with an ether-based LHCE while
the cell with an HCE was used as the control sample
(Figure 1a, b). Both cells delivered high average coulombic
efficiencies above 95% in the first 100 cycles (Figure S1a),
but the cycled anodes showed distinct appearances (insets of
Figure 1a, b). Compared to the sparse grey residue on the K
surface in the HCE, the cycled anode in the ether-based
LHCE exhibited a black surface with rough morphology,
which implied severe K metal corrosion. The same anode
degradation phenomenon was also observed on cycled Na
and lithium (Li) anodes with the ether-based LHCEs (Fig-
ure 1c, d) despite the decent lifespans and high coulombic
efficiencies of the metal-Cu half cells (Figure S1b, c). For
investigating the formed byproducts, the surface layer of the
cycled K metal disk was scratched and dissolved into D2O
for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) tests. As shown in
Figure 1e, f, a new quartet (σ=4.0 ppm) in the 1H NMR
together with the singlet (σ= � 76 ppm) in 19F NMR spectra
are assigned to the methylene and terminal CF3 in trifluor-
oethanolate (CF3CH2O

� ). Such species is further verified by
the standard sample of 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE,
CF3CH2OH) in Figure S2. This fragment should come from
the C� O cleavage decomposition of TFTFE on the K metal
surface upon long-term cycles, which is not consistent with
previous thoughts on its intrinsic “inertness”.[3] The forma-
tion of acetate (CH3COO� , σ=1.9 ppm) is due to the DME

decomposition. Furthermore, the same byproducts were
detected on the cycled Na and Li anodes in ether-based
LHCEs (Figure 1g, h).

To explore the effects of different components in the
LHCE system, the stability of Li, Na, and K metals was
examined under three different conditions: 1) pure TFTFE
solvent (denoted as #1_Li/Na/K), 2) mixed solution of
TFTFE and DME (denoted as #2_Li/Na/K), and 3) LHCE
consisting of TFTFE and DME with LiFSI, NaFSI, or KFSI
as the salt (denoted as #3_Li/Na/K) (see Table S2 for
details). For Li, there is no noticeable color change on the
Li metal surface in any of these three reactions, indicating
its chemical stability against different components of LHCE
(Figure S3a–c). Note that there is no apparent reaction in
#1_K (Figure S3g), but a severe corrosion phenomenon
could be observed on the K metal in #2_K (Figure S3h) or
other ratios of TFTFE/DME (Table S3). Some brown
intermediates were generated immediately, and black prod-
ucts were formed in #2_K after total consumption of metallic
K. A visible smoke was formed with heat release during the
reaction (Supporting Video). Although there was no
apparent change on the K surface in #3_K initially (Fig-
ure S3i), black spots appeared at the 12th minute, followed
by a harsh corrosion reaction that converted K metal to
black byproducts. Similar corrosion reactions could also be
observed on Na metal in the ether-based LHCE and the
TFTFE/DME mixture but at a slower speed (Figure S3e and
f). In addition, Na metal is demonstrated to be unstable to
TFTFE, and some white particles were formed on the Na
surface after 48 hours (Figure S3d). Different from the
observation in the ether solvent case, both K and Na metals
kept more stable against the TFTFE/ester mixture without
detectable byproducts even after 24 hours (Figure S4).

Figure 1. a)–d) The electrochemical performances of the alkali metal-Cu half cells with the recipes of LHCE and HCE, and optical images of the
cycled metal anodes (insets). The surface layer of the cycled metal disk was scratched and dissolved into D2O for the NMR tests. The results are
shown in the e), g) 1H and f), h) 19F NMR spectra.
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Given the distinct metal (Na and K) reactivity in TFTFE/
DME and TFTFE/ester cases, as well as the lack of severe
corrosion in pure TFTFE, it is reasonable to associate the
metal corrosion with the differences between DME and
ester.

To investigate the underlying corrosion mechanism, the
K system was selected to analyze the reaction products in
the forms of solid, gas, and solution phases. Gas chromatog-
raphy (GC) tests were conducted to monitor the possible
gaseous products during the reaction. From the raw data in
Figure S5 and the corresponding histogram in Figure 2a, the
gas products mainly consisted of hydrogen (H2), CH4, and

C2H4. After normalizing the evolved gas amounts in #2_M
and #3_M to #1_M, all the Li reactions show negligible
change. In comparison, about 2500 times of gas amount was
generated when DME participated in the reaction of K and
TFTFE, which is consistent with the observation of the
severe metal degradation in #2_K. Furthermore, the addi-
tion of KFSI salt was unable to stop the K corrosion with a
large amount of gas formed in #3_K. A similar trend is
observed when the gas amounts in #2_K and #3_K are
normalized to #4_K, which represents the side reaction
between bare K and DME. Owing to the Na corrosion being
limited on the surface, the evolved gas change is not
significant. In general, the overall changing trend for the
metallic K or Na in different conditions indicated that the
catastrophic decomposition of TFTFE is triggered in the
presence of ether solvent, and the salt addition can slow
down the side reactions to some extent.

After the reaction, the resulting solid products were
collected and dissolved in D2O for NMR tests. A filter was
used to remove insoluble solids (Figure S6a), which were
characterized by Raman and Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy (FTIR) (vide infra). As evidenced in Fig-
ure 2b,c, the typical byproduct of CF3CH2O

� was detected
in the mixture of co-solvent and DME for the #2_K sample.
The TFTFE decomposition in the #2_K sample is further
verified from the F� signal (KF, σ= � 122.0 ppm) in
19F NMR and KF solid from the XRD pattern (Figure S6b).
The CF3CH2O

� signal is also visible in the #3_K sample. In
comparison, no fluoride or trifluoroethanolate components
are detected on the 1#_K sample, indicating good stability of
TFTFE against metallic K. The insoluble black solid product
left in #2_K was identified as the conjugated carbon
products due to the assignment of sp2 bond carbon species
through Raman and FTIR analyses (Figure S6c, d). After
the above analyses, it is concluded that the solid products
include sp2 carbon, KF, CF3CH2OK, and CH3COOK.

Based on the characterization of solid products and
analyses on gas components, we propose that the decom-
position mechanism for TFTFE is related to es

� and/or
potassides (K� ). As mentioned in the introduction, it has
been long known that K metal can dissolve in DME forming
K+, K� , and es

� in a dynamic equilibrium.[18–24] es
� were

detected by electron spin resonance test in K-tetrahydrofur-
an (THF)/crown-ether in prior studies, but only a weak spin
resonance absorption line was observed for K-DME at
� 80 °C.[25] Nevertheless, the anionic polymerization was
initiated by the K� /es

� released from the K-DME system.[15]

In addition, the K� /es
� could induce a fission of the C� O

bonds in THF and crown ether with the liberation of C2H4.
[7]

Hence, in our LHCE system, K metal can be dissolved in
DME-containing solutions with K� /es

� release. The formed
K� /es

� could reduce the acidic terminal proton of TFTFE
molecules with H2 release, just as proposed in Figure 3a. In
pathway 1, the unshared pair of electrons on the resultant
carbanion is then shared with the neighboring carbon to
form the double bond with fluoride as the leaving group. In
the environment of excess K� /es

� , reductive polymerization
and nucleophilic elimination can continuously occur to form
the final black polymeric carbon.[15] These hypotheses can be

Figure 2. a) The normalized gas evolution amounts of #2_M and #3_M
samples based on #1_M (M=Li, Na, or K) or #4_K. b), c) The NMR
spectra of the series of K reaction solid products; D2O was used for
NMR tests.
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further validated from the XPS spectra in Figure S7. There
are no substantial differences in #2_K and #3_K solid
products except for the KFSI salt species. The signals of
C=C, C� C, C� O, C� F, and polymer species indicated that
the reductive polymerization occurred with the conjugated
carbon formation. In addition, the C� O bonds in TFTFE are
also susceptible to nucleophilic attack,[24,26] as presented in
pathway 2. The lone pair in the carbanion induces the
double bond in tetrafluoroethylene while the C� O bond
breaks with the leaving of the corresponding CF3CH2O

�

group. In the extremely basic condition with K� /es
� , olefins

in tetrafluoroethylene could also undergo polymerization to
form fluoropolymers, and C2F4 is difficult to be detected. To
verify this assumption, the generated gases of #2_K were
injected into the C6D6 solution. As shown in Figure S8, the
singlet of C2H4 is found at 5.25 ppm in the 1H spectrum, but
no C2F4 signal is shown in the 19F spectrum. Instead, CH2CF2

(� 81.76 ppm) was identified, and the possible formation
pathway of CH2CF2 is proposed in Figure S9.

The above mechanism applies to LHCE that contains
KFSI salt. As shown in Figure S3i, even though the K metal
appeared stable without any color change during the first
12 minutes in #3_K, extensive black solid products still
formed after 20 minutes. The FSI� anions are proposed to
be preferentially reduced on the metal surface at the
beginning because only the defluorinated FSI� species are
detected in #3_K solid product with the reaction time of
2 minutes (Figure S10). This can be ascribed to the lower
reduction potential and LUMO value of FSI� than DME
and TFTFE in an LHCE recipe.[26,27] Nevertheless, the
formed byproduct layer cannot fully isolate the K from
contacting with solvents. Any pit holes in this layer would
allow the formation/accumulation of K� /es

� in solution, thus

triggering the dissociation of the TFTFE molecules. Note
that the consumption of the K� /es

� would shift the equili-
brium to release more electrons from K metal into the
solution until the total consumption of metal. In comparison,
the ester molecules are susceptible to nucleophilic attack
and unable to form K� /es

� , resulting in limited solid–liquid
contact between electrons and TFTFE. As a result, the
TFTFE decomposition is unfavored in the ester case. The
distinct routes in ether or ester solvents are compared and
illustrated in Figure 3b.

To further elucidate the corrosion products growth
mechanism, the above side reactions are terminated facti-
tiously (see the details in Figure S11). In specific, a piece of
partially corroded K metal with a KFSI_LHCE-derived SEI
layer was rested in the fresh TFTFE/DME mixture (Fig-
ure S11a). The byproducts from the defluorination reaction
of TFTFE could be observed and all the K was consumed in
5 minutes. This indicates the continuous proceeding of the
side reactions and the porous property of the as-formed SEI
derived from the KFSI_LHCE system. Notably, Popovic’s
recent studies have revealed the porous SEIs and further
growth mechanism in metal anode cases with ether-based
electrolytes.[16,17] The factor of porous SEI may also contrib-
ute to the K metal anode degradation in the ether-based
LHCE system because it provides the chance for electrolyte
penetration and facilitates K� /es

� formation. As a result, the
side reactions between the es

� and TFTFE are largely
accelerated, and the formation of stable SEI is inhibited. In
comparison, in pure TFTFE or DME solution (Figure S11b),
the partially corroded K bulks maintained the integrity even
after 2 days, and no sign of TFTFE decomposition is shown
in the related NMR results (Figure S11c). The experiment
results again demonstrate the instability of TFTFE against
metallic K in the presence of DME solvent.

To directly prove the critical role of K� /es
� in affecting

the TFTFE stability, we first prepared blue K� /es
� solution

and then evaluated its reactivity with TFTFE (Figure 4a).
Metallic K was firstly soaked into the TEGDME or 18-
crown-6/THF solvent. As reported previously, these solu-
tions enriched in K� /es

� exhibit the characteristic dark blue
color.[20,21,23] The obtained dark blue solution without K
metal was quickly transferred into the TFTFE, and a
yellowish color change was observed (Figure 4b). The
19F NMR data verified that the TFTFE was defluorinated,
with three new peaks detected at the upfield of the pristine
TFTFE signals together with an F� peak at � 122 ppm. This
is consistent with the observation in the NMR spectrum of
#2_K liquid. Furthermore, no defluorination reaction was
observed when aging the as-synthesized potassiated graphite
(KC8) or potassiated MoS2 (K0.4MoS2) electrode in an
LHCE solution due to the absence of K� /es

� and the
protection of stable and dense SEI (Figure 4c, d, Fig-
ure S12). The superior stability of TFTFE against KC8 and
K0.4MoS2 electrodes further elucidated the vital role of K� /
es
� in inducing TFTFE decomposition, which also highlights

the potential application of graphite and MoS2 anodes in an
ether-based LHCE system. The analogous decomposition
mechanism is also applied for Na as the same gases and solid
products are detected (Figures S13). In comparison, no

Figure 3. a) The possible decomposition pathways of the TFTFE under
the attack of K� /es

� . b) The distinct decomposition pathways in ether
or ester solvents due to different capabilities for forming K� /es

� .
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TFTFE decomposition fragments can be identified in Li
series reactions (Figure S14), highlighting the chemical
stability of Li metal against LHCE components. Unlike the
static chemical reactions, the Li anode corrosion was
triggered under the electrochemical cycling with a rich
electron flow (Figure 1d). It requires special attention to the
possible side reactions abovementioned because this may
continuously consume the co-solvent and metallic anode in
the ether-based LHCE during the long-term cycling of
practical cells. Nevertheless, such a phenomenon is ne-
glected due to the usage of excessive alkali metal in lab-scale
coin-cell testing.

In summary, this work reports an uncharted HFE co-
solvent decomposition and metal anode corrosion phenom-
enon in ether-based LHCE systems. Spectroscopic and GC
analyses indicated that TFTFE exhibits the C� O bond
breaking and defluorination process. TFTFE decomposition
is revealed to be the result of a nucleophilic attack from K� /
es
� , which are transferred from the bulk solid metal to the

liquid ether-based electrolyte. Alkali metal-Cu half cells
were assembled, and the same severe corrosion was
observed, which is a critical concern for practical batteries
with limited metallic anodes and lean electrolytes. The
graphite and MoS2 anodes are proposed as potential
candidates in ether-based LHCEs due to the absence of K� /
es
� . Another way to circumvent this decomposition is to use

organic ester solvents. The incapability for forming K� /es
� in

ester solvents cannot trigger the hydrofluoroether decon-
struction. The findings here would hopefully facilitate a
better understanding of electrolyte chemistry and motivate
the development of LHCEs for practical alkali metal
secondary batteries.
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